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ABSTRACT 
This poster presents the architecture and user interface of 
a prototype service that was designed to allow end-users to 
explore the s truct ure of science and perform assessments of 
scholarly impact on the basis of large-scale usage data. The 
underlying usage da ta set was constructed by the NIESUR 
project which collected 1 billion usage events from a wide 
range of publishers, aggregators and institutional consortia. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
1.2.4 [Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Meth
ods]: Semantic Networks; H.2.8 [Database Applications] : 
Data mining; H.3.7 [Digital Libraries]: Collection 

General Terms 
Digital libraries, usage data, impact, scholarly evaluation , 
architecture, standards 

Poster content 
Numerous interactive services now ofFer the ability to as
sess the impact of journals on the basis of citation statistics. 
Thomson Scientific 's Web of Knowledge allows users to re
trieve the citation counts, impact factor values (average ci
tation ra te per article), ci tat ion decay and various other key 
characte ris tics of nC'arly 8,000 selecte<..i. journals. Several new 
services 1 have recently been introduced that offer other im
pact indica lors. e.g. citation PageRank [1 ] and allow users 
to explore various citation-based journal rela tionships. 
The IVIES R2 project is examining how large-scale usage 
data can augment citation data, and yield reliable and valid 
maps of science as well as novel indicators of impact . MESUR 
has implemented an interactive service that combines two 

I http :/ /www . eigenfactor . org/ , http : //www . 
sCimagojr . c om/ 
2ht tp : / j,..,WW. mesur . org / 
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usage-based func tionalitics ; it vi sualizes the major struc
tu ral components of science in terms of an interactive usage 
network graph [2] and allows users to compare the usage
derived ranking,; of selec ted journals to those in their net
work neighborhood. Selecting any journal in the usage graph 
results in an interactive scatterplot that displays the im pact 
of a selected journal in relation to those that are mos t sim
ilar. The axii of the scatterplot can be allY combination of 
2 metrics out of a set of more than 50 MESUR usage- and 
citation-based metrics . Any journal in the scatter plot links 
back to the usage network graph. The result is a compelling 
interactive environment. that enables users to explore the 
relat.ionships ilnd rankings of journals tha t have been deter
minr<..i. on the uasis of their usage . 
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Figure 1: 
plorer. 

Prototype of MESUR's usage data ex-
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